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game, it is decided who won
– whose family gained the

SAGA

most honor through a
month of play. SAGA lets
players experience almost
everything we believe to
know about the life and
reality of the vikings. Long
journeys, trade and raiding

An MMO Game of Viking History

SAGA is produced by Danish
Broadcasting Corporation (DR),
SVT and NRK, with funding
from Nordvision. Its purpose is
to present historical facts and
fascinating mythology from the
era of Vikings to an audience of
teenagers and adults. A casual
learning game where players
can compete and meet in a
historically plausible and factual
gameworld.

are common activities that may earn the family
great honor, but time and ressources are also needed

Living History

for expanding the homestead, ship maintenance and

SAGA is a public service game, where tthe player

to make sure that the renowned
renowne

controls a viking family and its destiny from 780 to

men of the family have competent

1030 AD. Much like well-produced
produced documentaries,

henchmen. Gods can grant their

SAGA disseminates factual history in an engaging

support, a sacrifice may calm the

experience, that speaks to both intellect and emotion.

storm or giants attack your men

Games as a medium offers great protentia
protential for

while they hunt in the woods. The

intellectual challenge and emotional investment in a

homestead produces some goods to

complex game-reality,
reality, which we have tried to utilize

trade, but hunts, raiding monasteries

for a game that tells of both myth and interesting

or journeying to Constantinople
onstantinople or Baghdad may

historical facts. The Viking Age is played through in

provide the family with even more valuable and

one month and every 1st of a month the game

exotic goods to trade for the silver needed to expand

restarts, letting new players join and compete

the farm and build more ships.
ships

equally with the old players. At the end of each
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SAGA lets you meet the most important cultures of

A central aspect is the acquisition of honor by

the time, the occasional travelling middle
middle-eastern

performing honorable deeds, in conflicts
conf
with other

traders, trade hundreds of common and exotic goods,

gamers or gameworld opponents, which is what

equip your men with treasures and equipment, build

determines which families are the greatest and most

a great and renowned family and compete with all

renowned. Fate also plays a central part, awarding

the otherr player or with your Facebook friends to

cards at each solstice that can aid the family in trade,
battle or provide the family with expansions for the
homestead. There are many things to discover and
explore for the players of SAGA. This presentations
is a look behind the screens and though it may
present many features and details, it is not a
complete list off content.

A large farm with many men, a boy growing up, three ships and the six actions
available to the player on his own farms

Saga features:
£ 250 years of history in an
online multiplayer game,

build the greatest and most honorable family. The

that lasts a month and is

game is an MMO (massively multiplayer online)
online), but

aimed at teenagers and

is aimed at a more casual crowd than the core of

older. Users aged 12+ and

World of Warcraft gamers. Where WoW and its ilk

averaging somewhere in the

never lets their game and story end, SAGA has an

twenties is expected
£ And MMO-game
game experimenting with letting the

ending each month, hopefully opening the
experience for players who are not seeking an

game end and restart, to provide an ending and

endless activity and for new players of the game
game.

restart the competition among the players to
let new players join and have a chance to win
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£ Several categories to succeed in
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£ Worship the old gods under the leadership of

€ Best Traders

Wotan or convert to Christianity – to gain a

€ Most Honorable

benefit in trading with the christian cultures or

€ Fiercest Berserkers

receive the unique cards available to those who

€ And more...

worship the new god

£ Travel, exploration, trade and battle

£ Trade with dwarves, fight giants, overcome

£ Vikings, thralls and 8 contemporary cultures

storms and raid foreign coasts

€ Each with farms and cities reflecting

£ Meet the traders of foreign cities or send the

unique architectural characteristics, and

bravest men and shieldmaidens on long

with their own warriors and tradesmen

journeys outside the

• Arabs

game-map – perhaps

• Wends

to return from Baghdad

• Celts

with riches or tales of

• Anglo-Saxons

discovering Vinland.

• Etc...

£ Settle in Iceland,

£ 6 different ship types, ship improvements and a

Greenland, Ireland and

farm that grows as improvements are added

England

£ Recieve new men and goods from the farm

£ Find the most

each hour, as solstice brings up the rewards

valuable goods to

from fate and the farms production.
uction. Some

trade among the more than two hundred

cards may help in conflicts, while others heal

available or find treasure and equipment for

the wounded, attract more men or provide

the renowned Vikings to use or to trade for a

expansions for the farm that lets it produce

treasure of silver.

more valuable or rare goods.
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The SAGA experience
SAGA is a competitive game, but like other
multiplayer games, players
ayers will also want to help
and guide each other, and discuss the game with
administrators and moderators. Input from players
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each view, we have organized the interface to
present the available actions in the bottom right
while the bonuscards awarded at solstice or from
worship are presented in the bottom left of the view,
just above the wooden bar.
bar Icons on the bar give
accesss to world map, family overview, Ratatosk

can provide valuable additions and improvements to

rumors of family and world events, and links

the game. On the game forum, players can see the

to forum and game guides.
guides In the left side of
the screen the farms and ships of the family
are listed vertically, for easy access.

current leaders of the game in all
the categories, discuss the game, ask
for help or suggest new points of
interest for the world map, new
cards or new farm and ship improvements.

On the farm you can bury the dead renowned
re
family
members, worship the gods, build ships and improve
farm and ships – if you have earned the silver to
afford it. On the farm it is also possible to play

Creating a user on the forum, manually or with a

special cards to make the best men renowned or

Facebook login lets you login to the game as well as

bravest women

participate on the forum.

into shield-

The Game

maidens or play
cards that grant

The game interface is unique for SAGA. All actions

the family

and options are cards, just like in a boardg
boardgame –

offspring who will grow up as great and renowned

only with hundreds or thousands of other players. In

family members. You can also play cards that repair
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ship or farm or which let your farm produce extra

After 3 rounds the winner is the side that has moved

goods to trade.

the symbol closest to itself and thereby
there
won the tug

At sea you travel between farms and cities, trade og
raid – challenging players or gameworld opponents
from differing
cultures in conflicts.
Set destinations for
your ships on the
world map or control them in detail on the local

of war. During the conflict you can play bonuscards
to help you gain an advantage in the conflict. These
cards are replenished at solstice or can be gained by
worshipping the gods. In conflicts the player must
decide whether victory is worth the cost in dead,
wounded, silver or bonuscards – or if they should be
kept for more important confrontations.

view, to avoid attacks or select hamlets to raid. As

Attacking monasteries, hunting or travelling across

you explore the world, the world map is revealed and

open sea may lead to treasure, glory or straight into

you are able to navigate directly to the regions of

danger. It is easy to get into trouble,
troub but for the

the map you have discovered.

more contemplative players, a little caution can keep

In conflicts, the players match strength between own
Vikings and the opponent, based on relevant skills in

you out of the worst and let you trade your way to
great riches.

trading, fighting and sailing. A conflict is p
presented

Success for the player is shown in silver, honor, ships

as a tug of war, where the conflict type symbol is

and as the homestead. The history of the family is

pulled towards

written in silver,
ver, blood and salt water, and celebrated

the player or his

in the burials of the renowned men and shieldmaishieldmai

opponent, to show

dens when battle, storms or old age defeats them. As

who has the upper

the years pass, the renowned improve their skills,

hand and how the

acquire items and artifacts, and are eventually buried

conflict develops.

and replaced
placed with new heroes. It is the honor and
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story of the lineage that is the story told by each

succeed in the game. Knowledge of history and

players actions.

reading the articles will help you choose more wisely

Cards and the boardgamemetaphor was chosen in the
early stages of game design, to
give easy access to information
about the game and to
historical articles. It also makes
it possible to give a simple 2D
illustration to a unique action
or bonus, instead of a complex

in the game, and we have tried to make sure that we

animation. An illustrated card can convey a lot of

present historical knowledge that is relevant to the

information and in SAGA all cards can link to

game or at the very least interesting or surprising.

articles with game-relevant
relevant information or historical
facts related to the card.

Cultures and Cities
As the years pass, the game world changes. Farms,

All goods, items, events, improvements,, ships,

hamlets and towns grow or disappear and

bonuscards and actions in SAGA are founded in

Christianity slowly envelops the Viking lands. In the

history, myth
yth or sagas. Apart from being an

end it will be hard to worship the old gods in foreign

interesting and entertaining encounter with the

ports. Some
ome cultures are strong in battle, advanced or

Viking world, the purpose is to convey history and

they may be Christian from the beginning and

SAGA therefore has an article attached to almost

throughout the game. The architecture of their cities,

every card in the game. Interesting information and

clothes and goods of their tradesmen and the arms

often also relevant and
d helpful when trying to

and skill of their warriors reflect their culture.
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In the available actions, cards and more directly in
the articles SAGA disseminates history not as a
lecture, but as an engaging experience.

SAGA is an ambitious project
A game that tries to
o illustrate 250 years of Viking
era, in a way that is relevant and interesting to a

Frankish Village.
Stone buildings,
tiled roofs and a
large marketplace
reveals their
wealth.

broad audience, and at the same time create a game
that is in itself a good experience is ambitious. It has
been a huge task for our team of 5 and a few extras.

The Vikings journeyed to all corners of Europe,
crossed the Atlantic and followed the trade routes
far east and south. They were known for their skill

As far as we know, there is no other public service
game of this type or with this scope – a consistent
and historically founded gameworld for thousands of
simultaneous players.

as traders,
ers, seafarers and feared warriors and
conquerors. We try to give the players a sense of all

like artwork and many different
The graphic novel-like

theses aspects of the Vikings and let them choose

options and details to explore, is an attempt at

for themselves how their Viking family interacts

attracting both older players and make it interesting

with the other

also for experienced players and give it depth for

cultures in the

new players and those interested in the Viking age.

game.

SAGA is about a piece of common Nordic and
European history. It is currently available in Danish,

A celtic hamlet with tthe
he
characteristic round
houses and a crannog at
the en
end
d of a pier
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Swedish and Norwegian and players play and meet
on a common server, competing in a world of
common history.
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